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ABSTRACT

Social media profile images are one of many visual components of users. Moreover, user activities such as posting or chatting are regarded as self-expression behaviors. In this study, we examine Japanese Twitter users to explore the relationship between user activities and profile images. Logistic regression analysis is used to statistically identify and quantify relationships, leading us to conclude that several profile image categories significantly correlate with user activities. Furthermore, we use machine learning techniques (logistic regression, random forest, and support vector machine) to predict whether or not a user belongs to a specific profile image category. Each model’s performance is evaluated and compared for all profile image categories. Primary results show that users whose profile image includes others’ faces are more likely to use a replying function but less likely to add url links to their tweets, and that it is the easiest for machine learning models to find their category from their user activities. In short, our findings indicate that visual expression correlates with social media user behavior.
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1 Introduction

People can deliver and receive information on social media. Generally, social media user actions related to information sharing is explicitly provided on a large scale. To date, researchers have examined these and have applied results to personalized services (Pan et al., 2013; Abel et al., 2011a; Hannon et al., 2010), event detection (Weng and Lee, 2011; Sakaki et al., 2010), or marketing analyses (Ikeda et al., 2013).

Twitter is a massive, worldwide social media presence. Compared to other social media, Twitter possesses two unique qualities: posting size is smaller, and people can connect and get updates without permission. On Twitter, posts are limited to 140 characters. Therefore, slang words and emojis are more likely, because users should briefly express opinions and feelings. Moreover, in contrast to Facebook or LinkedIn, Twitter allows users to follow others without their consent, making it easy for users to share information. Because of these unique factors, researchers conducted a Twitter-specific text analysis of user content (Abel et al., 2011b; Ramage et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2011) and examined the sphere of information diffusion throughout user networks (Kwak et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2013).

We assume that not only texts in tweets and links of user networks but also images might also reflect users’ characteristics. Although several types of images are used on Twitter such as post-attachments and user profiles, we focus on profile images (i.e., user pictures set on a profile page for identification). These images are displayed on Twitter timeline, where tweets from following users are chronologically streamed. These images play an important role in identifying tweet owners; they are visual proxies. Liu et al. (2016) and Hum et al. (2011) discussed that profile image choices correlate to various user attributes (e.g., psychology, personality, preferences, and motivations). We follow that user activities on Twitter are influenced by those user attributes, because activities can be regarded as user self-expression. For example, if a user prefers communicating with others, he or she will often use the Twitter “reply” function. Moreover, if a user wants to advertise content, he or she will likely attach URL links.

In this study, we analyze how profile image categories correlate to user activity types for Japanese Twitter users. Although not causally well-understood, we believe that there is a set of properties that correlates profile images to those activities. Findings from our examination can be applied to user personalization, where the system recommends profile images based on user activities. Findings can also be applied to marketing analyses, by determining user preferences from profile images. These applications possess the advantage of native language-independence, but, as discussed later, not necessarily cultural independence.

To explore the relationship between profile images and user activities, we manually sort profile images of Japanese Twitter users into 13 categories. This categorization is based on an objects that appear in the images. We then examine user activities per those profile image categories.

The present study provides three key contributions. Firstly, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to comprehensively explore the relationship between profile images and user activities on Twitter. Second, we find significant differences in user activities across several profile image categories. Third, we build prediction models to infer whether users belong to a specific profile images category from their user activities.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we review conventional work related to this study. Afterwards, we describe methods for data collection and analysis, and present our results, including implications. Finally we state limitations of our study and summarize this paper.

## 2 Related work

Profile images are one type of implicit visual expression for users (Goffman, 2002). Visual appearance is associated with psychological states of users (Fong and Mar, 2015; Turner and Hunt, 2014). Researchers have examined how, why, and where (e.g., social media or online dating sites) users use or select their profile images.

Zhao and Jiang (2011) assessed profile images used by university students in U.S. and China on Facebook and Renren. They concluded that U.S. students are more likely to use photos that include friends than Chinese students are. Other than Facebook, various categories of profile images were reported on Twitter (Tominaga and Hijikata, 2015) and on YouJustGetMe (Steele Jr et al., 2009). Hum et al. (2011) conducted content analysis to understand how high school and college students appear in their Facebook profile images. They stated that most users set several profile images, in which they appear socially appropriate and not so active. In terms of impression management, Siibak (2010) investigated young male users’ self-presentation through profile images on Rate, a popular social networking service (SNS) in Estonia. Their study reported that men aged 15 to 28 try to select profile images to express sexual and romantic contexts. Siibak and Hernwall (2011) conducted a survey observing how Swedish and Estonian teens construct gender identities through profile images on SNS. They noted that girls aged 12 to 16 modify their profile image to make it more attractive. Per a study by Kapidzic (2013), narcissism is significantly related to motives for selecting attractive and unique profile images. On Facebook, when communicating with others, users tend to prefer attractive profile images of the opposite gender (Wang et al., 2010). Moreover, females are more likely to change profile images to emphasize their social relationship status (Strano, 2008), which is consistent with findings in Rate (Siibak, 2009). Brand et al. (2012) studied profile images on dating sites, finding that image attractiveness significantly correlates to profile descriptions. In this previous study, females evaluated males’ profile images and descriptions from the viewpoint of attractiveness.

Inspired by improvements in image processing techniques, researchers have attempted to extract computational characteristics from profile images and have used them to predict users’ properties. Cristani et al. (2013) and Segalin et al. (2016) showed that features of user images labeled as “favourite” correlates with their personality traits, which are calculated in two ways: self-reported personality and rater-reported personality. Wei and Stillwell (2016) examined the relationship between Facebook profile image features and user’s measured intelligence (MI) or perceived intelligence (PI). Here, they extracted image features using Deformable Part Model (Kokkinos, 2012) and Face++ detector (Zhou et al., 2013). Also, MI is defined by the score from 20-item IQ test (Raven et al., 2003). PI is measured by human ratings of intelligence impression based on users’ profile images. They showed that PI has stronger correlations than MI with the image features. Liu et al. (2016) inspected the relationship between characteristics of profile images on Twitter and the types of personality measured from Big Five Personality (McCrae and John, 1992). They gathered approximately 60,000 users and estimated personality scores based on users’ tweets, and showed a lot of correlations between the features of profile images and the scores of the personality of the users. For example, users who use default profile images are less likely to be active. Redi et al. (2015) examined how the ambiance of bars or cafes on Foursquare is related to visitors’ profile image. Ambiance is defined by 18 dimensions (e.g., “party”, “social”, or “creative”). The researchers extracted profile image features using Face++ detector (Zhou et al., 2013). Results show that the ambiance of “friendly” and “social” are the easiest to predict.

Weber and Mejova (2016) classified Twitter users into two groups of perceived appearance based on their profile images. They then investigated differences in Twitter use (e.g., number of followers, tweets) between the two groups. Tominaga and Hijikata (2015) investigated user activities related to following and posting actions per profile image categories.

Our present study aims to understand the relationship between profile images and user activities on Twitter. In contrast to the previous studies, we investigate user activities of retweeting, replying, attaching URL links, and using hashtags, reveal quantitative differences in the user activities across profile images categories. Three models are then built to predict profile image categories from user activities based on logistic regression, support vector machine (SVM), and random forest, noting the models of best performance.

## 3 Categories of profile images

### 3.1 Definition

We establish 13 categories of objects observed in users’ profile images: “oneself”, “self portrait”, “hidden face”, “associate”, “different person”, “letter”, “logo”, “otaku”, “character”, “animal”, “object”, “scene”, and “default”. Table 1 lists brief descriptions of all 13 categories. Moreover, we show sample profile images pertaining to these categories in Figure 1. In figures and tables appearing later in this paper, we use the codes shown in the center column of Table 1 to represent the listed categories (e.g., “On” stands for oneself). In the next subsections, we explain our user experiments to take these steps.

### 3.2 Validation of coincidence step

With our first experiment, we verify the coincidence of people’s classification of profile images on Twitter. The procedure of this experiment is as follows.

First, we invited four coders: graduate students at Osaka University, receiving compensation for this experiment. Second, we used the Twitter Sample API to randomly gather Japanese Twitter users from September 18th, 2013 to October 17th, 2013. As a result, 20,833,001 tweets and 4,394,542 unique users were sampled. From this large pool of unique
users, we randomly picked 300 users after excluding “out-of-service” users, whose accounts of these users are frozen by Twitter (therefore they cannot use Twitter and we cannot get any information about them). We then collected 300 profile images of the 300 users as a sample set for this experiment. During the period cited, users had an opportunity to change their profile images. However, Whitty et al. (2017) showed that only 10.8% of Twitter users changed their profile images once per month or more. Our data for this analysis were gathered for a period of one month; therefore, we assume that our results are not largely affected by the image-change phenomenon. Finally, the four coders were asked to classify the 300 profile images into the given categories.

After evaluating the coders’ classifications, we obtain a Fleiss coefficient of 0.704, affirming that the coders’ classifications substantially correlate.

### 3.3 Validation of coverage step

The second experiment verifies the coverage ability of the categories for general profile images on Twitter. Here, we investigate the extent to which profile images are included in any categories. Before coding the profile images, we considered the statistical number of images needed, calculating a sample size of 1,067. The formula used is shown below.

\[
N = \frac{Z}{2}^2 \cdot \frac{N \cdot (N-1) \cdot p \cdot (1-p)}{1} + 1
\]

In this calculation, we set the confidence level to 95%, giving us \( Z = 1.96 \); the confidence interval is 3.0, giving us \( c = 0.03 \); and the population \( N \) is 20,833,001, which is the number of tweets in our large pool. Moreover, we set \( p = 0.50 \), the most general setting.

As well as coincidence step, we firstly invited four coders: graduate students at Osaka University, receiving compensation for this experiment. We then asked each coder to categorize a different set of 300 profile images randomly selected from the large pool (section 3.2). We also created a category named “others”, into which coders were to place profile images that do not belong to any other category. We found 113 out-of-service users in our sample and excluded them from this analysis. Finally, we obtained category labels for the 1,087 profile images, meeting the required sample size, \( n \geq 1067 \).

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the 1,087 profile images.
across the categories. Here, category names are represented in the horizontal axis by the codes shown in Table 1. The vertical axis represents the number of users whose profile image is categorized.

Of the 1,087 users, 93 are categorized into the “others” category (“Ot.”). Here, the coverage ability is defined as the ratio of samples classified into one of our 13 categories to all 1,087 samples used. Accordingly, the coverage ability is 0.914. Therefore, the established 13 categories have a substantial ability to adequately classify general profile images on Twitter.

4 User activity

In this section, we explain the types of user activity in this study. When using Twitter, users may follow other users or post tweets. In this study, user action is expressed with the following functions: “follow,” “post,” “retweet,” “reply,” “attach URL links,” and “attach hashtags (#).” User activity is defined from user action. Specifically, user activity is represented as usage frequency or ratio of user actions.

**FF (ratio of followers to followees):** Twitter users “follow” other users to collect information. Users generally start following others according to their interests or social relationships in the real world. Letting the number of followees be followees and the number of followers be followers, we define a user activity FF as the ratio of followers to followees.

\[
FF = \frac{\text{followers}}{\text{followees}} \tag{2}
\]

**Rtw (frequency of tweets per day):** In addition to a “follow” action on Twitter, users “post” tweets to deliver information to others per their preferences. Letting the number of all tweets posted by a target user be Tweets\text{All} and the user lifetime be UDays, we define a user activity Rtw as the ratio of Tweets\text{All} to UDays, which means frequency of posting tweets a day.

\[
Rtw = \frac{\text{Tweets\text{All}}}{\text{UDays}} \tag{3}
\]

**R\text{rt} (frequency of retweets per tweets):** If users wish to forward a followee’s tweet to their followers, they use the “retweet” function if they believe the information is interesting or useful for followers. Moreover, as if the tweet was retweeted by many others, it would include valuable or interesting information for audience. We define two types of user activities related to a “retweet” action. First is R\text{rt}, representing the ratio of the number of retweets to tweets during the data collection period. R\text{rt} is calculated using Retweets (the number of users’ retweets) and Tweets (the number of the users’ tweets in the data collection period). Here, Tweets is different from Tweets\text{All}. Because of the Twitter REST API limitation, we cannot obtain more than 3,200 tweets from a single user. Thus, we separately acquire the number of tweets posted by the target user in the total lifetime and in the data collection period. Whereas the total number of a user’s tweets is called Tweet\text{All}, the number of the user’s tweets within the data collection period is called Tweets. Tweets\text{All} is used for calculating R\text{rt}, and Tweets is used for the other user activities. R\text{rt} is the frequency of retweets per tweet.

\[
R\text{rt} = \frac{\text{Retweets}}{\text{Tweets}} \tag{4}
\]

**R\text{rted} (frequency of retweeted tweets per tweets):** The second one is R\text{rted}, representing the ratio of the number of retweeted tweets to tweets in the data collection period: the frequency of retweets by others. As follows, R\text{rted} is calculated using Retweeted, the number of retweeted tweets in the data collection period, and Tweets.

\[
R\text{rted} = \frac{\text{Retweeted}}{\text{Tweets}} \tag{5}
\]

**R\text{reply} (frequency of replies per tweets):** If users create a conversation with other users on Twitter, they use the “reply” function. Therefore, the reply function is mainly used for making conversation. User activity, R\text{reply}, is defined as the ratio of Replies (the number of reply tweets in the data collection period) to Tweets, which describes the extent to which a target user prefers communicating with other users.

\[
R\text{reply} = \frac{\text{Replies}}{\text{Tweets}} \tag{6}
\]

**R\text{hash} (frequency of tweets with hashtags per tweets):** If users wish to propagate their tweets to more users, they include “hashtags (#),” which categorize tweets and make them easily searched and located by others. User activity R\text{hash} is defined as the ratio of Hashtags (the number of a user’s tweets in the data collection period with hashtags) to Tweets, which represents frequency of using hashtags per tweet.

\[
R\text{hash} = \frac{\text{Hashtags}}{\text{Tweets}} \tag{7}
\]

**R\text{url} (frequency of tweets with url per tweets):** Twitter has the 140-character limit, so, when users wish to deliver additional information, they attach URL links to their tweets. To
measure the use of this function, we define user activity, $R_{url}$, as the ratio of URLs (the number of user tweets containing URL links from the data collection period) to Tweets, which provides the frequency of using URL links per tweet.

$$R_{url} = \frac{URLs}{Tweets}$$

5 Method

5.1 Data collection

To quantify user activities, we require the data as follows: followers, followees, Tweets$_{All}$, UDAYS, Tweets, Retweets, Retweeted, Replies, Hashtags, and URLs. Data are collected as follows. First, we pick a target user randomly from the pool of four million users. Next, a target user’s profile image is shown to the coders, who then classify it into one of 13 categories. The process is repeated until the number of users classified into each category reaches exactly 100. In case that the number of users classified into a specific category reaches 100, we asked the coders to discontinue classifying profile images into the category and discard the images. In total, the number of the target users reaches 1,300. Next, we acquire user data using the Twitter REST API from February 23, 2014 to March 25, 2014, calculating all user activities.

Table 2 summarizes medians and standard deviations of all user activities per the 13 categories. In total, standard deviations towards medians tend to be large because of outliers’ influence. From the medians in Table 2, tendencies in user activities are roughly understood.

5.2 Analysis

First, we conduct a logistic regression analysis to understand which types of user activities are related to the profile image categories. Second, we build prediction models to determine whether users belong to a specific category based on their user activities. Both 2-way classifiers and 13-way classifiers are used. Finally, we estimate user activities from profile image selections, which is opposite to the method mentioned above. The detail of this procedure is explained below.

5.2.1 Effects of user activities on profile image categories

The purpose of this examination is qualitatively and statistically understanding how user activities correlate to profile image categories. Therein, we use logistic regression analysis to measure the effects of multiple independent variables on categorical dependent variables. In the context of our study, we examine the effects of user activities (e.g., FF or Retw) on the categorical inclusion of profile images (i.e., true or false).

Regression analysis is conducted as follows. First, we divide all users into two groups, based on whether they are included in one target category. Next, all user activities are scaled so that the average is 0.0 and the deviation is 1.0. Finally, a logistic regression analysis is conducted for each profile image category.

5.2.2 Prediction of profile image categories from user activities

(A) 2-way classifier

Using logistic regression, random forest, and support vector machine (SVM), we build binary-classification models to predict profile images from user activities.

First, we select positive and negative datasets. When we choose a specific category as the target, we randomly pick up another 100 users from other categories. The reason behind the random user selection from other categories is avoiding imbalanced-data problem (Japkowicz, 2000). The 100 users and their user activities in the target category are defined as a positive dataset, and the another 100 users and their user activities are defined as a negative dataset.

Second, we divide the datasets into training and test sets. We then conduct a 10-cross validation to avoid over-fitting problems. Thus, the training set contains 90% of a positive and a negative dataset respectively. For the training dataset, we train the classification models. In the all machine learning techniques, the objective variable is positive or negative. Moreover, the predictor variables represent user activities. In each machine learning model, we tune for the best performance (e.g., selecting influential predictor variables or controlling internal parameters), as shown below.

Logistic regression: We select influential predictor variables based on Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) (Akaike, 1973), which represents adaptability of built models. The variables selection aims to minimize AIC. Here, we adopt backward elimination method for the selection.

Random forest: This method measures mean decrease Gini index of each predictor variable. The Gini index reveals the extent of deviation of a classification result. The smaller the deviation, the better the classification result. Therefore, variables having larger mean decrease Gini index are regarded as better predictors. The number of variables for selecting the best performance is based on the mean decrease Gini index.

SVM: Instead of selecting influential variables, SVM tunes two internal parameters: cost and gamma, using grid search. Cost determines the extent of wrongly classified instances, and gamma represents boundary simplicity. An RBF Gaussian kernel is used for base conversion.

Finally, we evaluate the performance of each model using the test set with F-measure. This index is a harmonic mean of precision and recall. While precision means the ratio of actual target category users to those predicted, recall represents the ratio of predicted target category users to actual users belonging to the target category.

Noted that we randomly pick up 100 users as a negative dataset from the set of 1200 users in the other categories. The performance of the models might depend on the random selection. Therefore, we conduct the above process of preparing positive and negative datasets, training models, and evaluating the performance twelve times to select 100 users from 1200 users in the other categories.
(B) 13-way classifier
In addition to 2-way classifiers, we aim to build 13-way classifiers that predict the types of users’ profile images based on user activities. For building prediction models, we use the same machine learning techniques as before.

Here, we adopt a 5-cross validation so that 20 users from each category are selected as a test set, because 13 classes are prepared and the number of users selected from each category should be larger than the number of classes. In addition to the 2-way classifier, we train classifiers using training sets as tuning parameters to the best performance. After training classifiers, we evaluate classifier performance. We show F-measures for all classes and a macro-averaging F-measure, which is a mean of F-measures for all classes, to examine overall classifier performance.

5.2.3 Estimation of user activities from profile image categories
The purpose of this analysis is to obtain insights about the extent to which we estimate user activities from users’ profile images. To this end, we examine mean values and confidence intervals of user activities per categories of profile images. Results show the mean and an interval estimated by observed user activity data based on profile images. Therefore, we can estimate how users behave from their profile image selection. In this analysis, we use 95% confidence intervals.

6 Result and Implication
6.1 Effects of user activities on profile image categories
Table 3 shows the results of the logistic regression analysis. In this table, β is the partial regression coefficient, which describes polarity and magnitude of the effect of a specific independent variable on categorically dependent variables under the condition that other independent variables are constant.

In the category of “oneself,” $R_{tw}$ is found to provide a negative impact: ($\beta = -0.51, p < 0.01$). As discussed by Liu et al., Twitter users whose profile images include only one face tend to be conscientious, preferring socially expected behaviors (Liu et al., 2016). Therefore, “oneself” users may use caution when posting to their Twitter communities. They also engage in replying activity ($\beta = 0.32, p < 0.01$) and URL link-attaching ($\beta = 0.35, p < 0.01$). As mentioned above, oneself users tend to behave as expected in social life (Liu et al., 2016); therefore, we can conclude that “oneself” users prefer maintaining social relationships by communicating with other users and by delivering detailed information.

On the contrary, “hidden face” users and “otaku” users are more likely to post tweets ($\beta = 0.31, 0.71, p < 0.001$ in both). Joinson stated that visual anonymity amplifies self-expression in computer-mediated communications when the people are strangers with each other (Joinson, 2001). This finding is consistent with the posting activities of “hidden face” users, because they hide their face in their profile images. Examining the median value of $R_{tw}$, shown in Table 2, we find that “otaku” users post at least one tweet per hour, on average. In Japan, tweets about anime (cartoon) or manga (comic book) during their respective TV broadcasts are called “live-broadcasting tweets.” It is known that the number of tweets related to anime increases during its broadcast, and that the tweets are retweeted or replied-to not only during their broadcast but also afterwards (Aikawa et al., 2015). Manually checking, we find that these tweets tend to use fewer words than tweets from users in other categories. Here, we study the average tweet word count of users in the 13 categories. “Otaku” has the
The role of URL links in tweets is providing more detailed information. Users of “oneself” and “associate” categories reflect different frequencies of detailed information delivery to others. However, users in both categories are found to prefer communicating with other users via the “reply” function. One reason for both the difference in using URL links and the similarity in replying between these categories is their differing primary target audiences. There is a possibility that “oneself” users communicate with users with weak ties (e.g., friends and schoolmates). This speculation is supported by a previous study (Liu et al., 2016), which shows that the number of faces in profile pictures is negatively associated with “openness to experience,” one of personality traits in the five factor model (McCrae and Costa, 1987). In other words, compared to “associate” users, “oneself” users interact with more new friends on Twitter. Also, it is shown that “extraversion” is positively correlated with the number of faces in profile pictures (Liu et al., 2016), meaning that “oneself” users are not so active to use Twitter. Considering these results, we conclude that the users with weaker ties need more detailed information to feebly maintain their relationships. However, we cannot assess the validity of our speculation at this stage. So, we plan to correlate target audiences to categories of profile images in a future study.

Regarding “letter” and “logo” categories, $R_{\text{url}}$ has a significantly positive effect: $\beta = 0.36$ and $p < 0.001$ in both. Moreover, we find that $R_{\text{reply}}$ negatively correlates to “letter” ($\beta = -0.91$, $p < 0.001$) and “logo” categories ($\beta = 0.43$, $p < 0.01$). Those categories contain many company and group accounts. Therefore, they may aim to advertise themselves on Twitter using URL links. Moreover, it is understood that accounts of companies or social groups are likely to avoid interacting with specific individuals, because they might not value promoting individual relationships.

In addition to “posting” activity, “otaku” users actively use hashtags ($\beta = 3.50$, $p < 0.001$). As discussed, “otaku” users are likely to post tweets about their preferences. Thus, they may attach hashtags to their tweets to share with others having similar interests, but are not yet friends.

According to Liu et al. (2016), default users (i.e., those who use default profile images) are inclined to reflect lower “extraversion” than any other personality traits in the five factor model (McCrae and Costa, 1987). Additionally, it is possible that those users are novice users, and are not yet active. Almost all user activities cause negative impacts with respect to this category. Particularly, $R_{\text{tweet}}$ and $R_{\text{reply}}$ are significant ($\beta = -4.71$, $-0.94$, $p < 0.01, 0.001$). Generally, users do not perform these actions if they are not connected to many others. The median number of followees and followers of “default” users is relatively low (39.5 and 21.0, respectively).

At this stage, we cannot infer the cause of $R_{\text{tweet}}$ having a negative effect on the “animal” category ($\beta = -3.60$, $p < 0.01$). To understand it, our future work should investigate their motives for selecting the profile images.
### 6.2 Prediction of profile image categories from user activities

#### 6.2.1 2-way classifiers

Figure 3 shows the F-measures of each classification model for all categories of profile images. Categories are shown in descending order of the cumulative F-measure. For simplicity, we describe the F-measure of a machine learning model, m, for a category, c, as $f_{cm}^m$. Here, m is defined as lr, rf, or svm, which respectively stand for logistic regression, random forest, or SVM. c is defined by a category code shown in Table 1 of section 3.1. For example, the F-measure of logistic regression model for the “oneself” category is represented as $f_{On}^{lr}$ = 0.582.

In all machine learning models, categories ranked in the top four are the same: “associate,” “otaku,” “default,” and “logo.” The “associate” category shows the best F-measures of all the models ($f_{As}^{lr}$ = 0.798, $f_{As}^{rf}$ = 0.778, $f_{As}^{svm}$ = 0.781). In the logistic regression models for “associate” category, $R_{reply}$ and $R_{url}$ are selected as predictor variables during all ten validations, and these partial regression coefficients result in significantly positive and negative correlations, respectively, which is consistent with the results shown in Table 3. Moreover, with respect to the random forest models for “associate” category, $R_{reply}$ is selected as the most influential variable when the algorithm builds the model. We cannot inspect the effect of each predictor variable on the performance of the SVM models; however, it is inferred that $R_{reply}$ or $R_{url}$ contributes to improving classification ability when we consider the results from the logistic regression and random forest models. It can also be said that $R_{reply}$ and $R_{url}$ reflect the performance of the classification model for the “associate” category, because those users are more likely to engage in replying and are less likely to add URL links to their tweets.

Other than the “associate” category, “otaku” ($f_{Ot}^{lr}$ = 0.674, $f_{Ot}^{rf}$ = 0.761, $f_{Ot}^{svm}$ = 0.741), “default” ($f_{De}^{lr}$ = 0.716, $f_{De}^{rf}$ = 0.739, $f_{De}^{svm}$ = 0.713), and “logo” ($f_{Lo}^{lr}$ = 0.660, $f_{Lo}^{rf}$ = 0.730, $f_{Lo}^{svm}$ = 0.737) categories also show high F-measures. Constantly selected variables are significantly effective predictors for categories in logistic regression models. The variables for “otaku” are $R_{tw}$, $R_{url}$, and $R_{hash}$. Moreover, whereas $R_{rted}$ and $R_{reply}$ are elected for “default,” $R_{reply}$ and $R_{url}$ are elected for “logo” and “associate.” These results are consistent with Table 3. Concerning the random forest models for these categories, the selected variables are $R_{tw}$ for “otaku,” $R_{FF}$ for “default,” and $R_{url}$ for “logo.” Results shown in Table 2 are useful for better understanding the selected variables in the random forest for these categories. Values of the selected variables for “otaku,” “default,” and “logo” are considerably higher or lower than those from the other categories. Generally, random forest hierarchically classifies given instances into two categories per a threshold value of each feature. Therefore, $R_{tw}$, $R_{FF}$ and $R_{url}$ provide a valid classification threshold for “otaku,” “default,” and “logo,” respectfully.

In contrast to the categories with the top four performances, “hidden face,” “character,” “animal,” and “scene” do not show any superior performances in any machine learning model ($f_{Hf} < 0.573$, $f_{Ch} < 0.581$, $f_{An} < 0.559$, $f_{Sc} < 0.593$). Results shown in Table 3 indicate that “character” and “scene” do not reflect any significantly effective user activities. Therefore, the models cannot identify unique features of these categories, leading to worse performance. In Table 3, “hidden face” and “animal” are respectively unique in $R_{tw}$ and $R_{rted}$. However, “otaku” and “default” also show significant coefficients for the same user activities. Moreover, “hidden face” and “animal” users perform less unique activities than “otaku” and “default” users. Therefore, “hidden face” and “animal” categories might pose difficulties for the machine learning models when distinguishing “hidden face” users from “otaku” users and “animal” users from “default” users.

By comparing the overall performance of each machine learning model, we find that random forest is the best, SVM is second best, and logistic regression is third best. Performance differences among the machine learning models stem from performance tuning strategies. When building models, logistic regression aims to minimize AIC, which is defined by the summation of model adaptability and the number of selected predictor variables. Here, model adaptability is a residual sum of squares between the ground truth and prediction. If the algorithm cannot find effective variables, model adaptability is not sufficiently decreased by selecting variables. Therefore, the algorithm selects a few variables to minimize AIC, because it does not sufficiently improve adaptability. Thus, we conclude that logistic regression is likely to produce the worst performance from this dataset.

Random forest and SVM are better than logistic regression. As described in Liu et al. (2013), random forest, proposed by...
Breiman (2001), directly improves classification quality with models using the Gini index. Therefore, it is relatively easy for random forest to achieve higher performance for classification tasks. SVM, proposed based on the statistical learning theory by Cortes and Vapnik (1995), maps a space of given features to a higher-dimensional space with base conversion. It then draws a discrimination plane, balancing boundary simplicity of the plane, defined as $\gamma$, with the proportion of wrongly-classified instances, defined as $C$. Tuning these parameters, SVM strives to achieve better performance by generating an abstract space from given features. Thus, it captures the overall combination of unique variables. Accordingly, the performance achieved by SVM models is likely to be higher and more stable.

Regarding the F-measure results from random forest and SVM, categories ranked in the upper half and lower half are the same. However, the difference in F-measures between upper and lower halves of random forest is larger than in SVM. As mentioned above, random forest directly improves the classification quality. Therefore, if it cannot seize distinctive variables, the performance inevitably becomes worse. Alternatively, from top to bottom, F-measures smoothly decrease in SVM models, regardless of the upper and lower halves. Because of the learning strategy of SVM, its performance tends to be stable, and the upper half of SVM model F-measures does not considerably differ from the lower half.

6.2.2 13-way classifiers

Figure 4 shows cumulative F-measures of each category by 13-way classifiers per the machine learning models. In Figure 4, a cumulative bar located at the right, named “Ave.,” shows the mean of F-measures across all categories per the machine learning models. This mean value is called macro-Fscore (Sokolova and Lapalme, 2009), which represents overall performance of multi-class classifiers. The baseline is a random classifier and its F-measure is 1/13 (0.077), because the number of classes is 13 for each classifier and we prepared the same number of users in each category (both of precision and recall of random classifiers are 1/13). Similar to the 2-way classifiers, we show the F-measures calculated by the 13-way classifiers as $f^m_c$, where $m$ and $c$ are mean types of machine learning models and categories of profile images, respectively.

“Associate” (As), “otaku” (Ot), “default” (De), and “logo” (Lo) categories show better performance. Among all models of all categories, the random forest model for “associate” shows the best performance ($f^{As}_{rf} = 0.422$). As mentioned before, these categories reflect unique user activities and combinations. Thus, 13-way classifiers also easily identify users per their categories.

Concerning to overall performance of all models, random forest is the best ($f^{As}_{rf} = 0.209$), as well as for the 2-way classifiers. As mentioned in 6.2.1, this machine learning technique directly improves classification results based on the Gini index. Thus, it can consistently show better performance over the other machine learning techniques, plus, it tackles multi-classification problems.

Compared to the 2-way classifiers, differences in performance among categories are relatively larger. If a category does not possess many unique user activities, classifiers cannot obtain clues to know whether users belong to a given category. Thus, users in a category that does not perform many unique activities are likely to be predicted as users from other categories. For example, the number of users predicted as belonging to target categories is sometimes 0 for “hidden face,” “scene,” or “different person.”

In contrast to the two-way classifiers, “otaku” shows better performance than “associate” using logistic regression and SVM models ($f^{As}_{lr} = 0.380, f^{As}_{svm} = 0.393, f^{As}_{rf} = 0.422$). As mentioned before, these categories reflect unique user activities and combinations. Therefore, we find lower F-measures in “associate.” At this stage, we cannot provide insights into the reason why precision is worse. However, we will tackle this issue in future work.

6.3 Estimation of user activities from profile image categories

In this section, we discuss the extent to which we can estimate user activities from categories of target user profile images. To this end, we calculate means and confidential intervals (CIs) of user activities per the 13 categories. Figure 5 shows the mean values (plots) and 95% CI (dotted lines) of target user activities in each category, and aligns the 13 categories from small (left) to large (right), in terms of CI range. The y-axis fits the range of mean values; confidence intervals are partly cut off.

Results demonstrate that the CI of user activities for categories tend to reflect larger ranges if categories show higher mean values in these activities. In other words, it is difficult to estimate frequent user activities with high probability. For example, in Figure 5(a), “oneself” (On), “different person” (Dp), “letter” (Le), or “hidden face” (Hf) categories have higher mean values and wider CI ranges of FF. Compared to these four categories, “logo” (Lo) has a smaller CI range and a higher mean value. Thus, predicting FF of “logo” users ought to be easier. For “associate” (As), “character” (Ch), or
“self portrait” (Sp) categories, mean values of FF are lower, which correspond to lower CI ranges. Twitter users in these three categories tend to balance their follower-to-followee ratio. Otherwise, these users are likely to engage in reciprocal relationships, following someone after the person follows them, or vice versa. Possibly, we predict FF of users in these categories with relatively high probability.

Additionally, as shown in Figure 5(b), 5(d), 5(f), and 5(g), $R_{tw}$, $R_{rted}$, $R_{url}$, and $R_{hash}$ also demonstrate that larger mean values are likely to reflect wider CI ranges. For these activities, “associate” (As) category shows the smallest CI ranges. As with FF, we might estimate user activities of “associate” users with high probability. “Otaku” (Ot) shows the highest mean value and the widest CI range of $R_{tw}$, the daily frequency of posting tweets (42.70 ± 7.63, Figure 5(b)). Compared to other categories, highly accurate prediction for posting frequency of “otaku” users is relatively difficult. However, on average, we estimate that “otaku” users post tweets once or twice per hour. Concerning $R_{rted}$, $R_{url}$, and $R_{hash}$, estimating the frequency of user activities for “logo” (Lo) and “letter” (Le) users ought to be easier than FF, because their CI ranges are smaller.

We also find that there are no large variances in CI ranges of $R_{rt}$ and $R_{rep}$ across the categories, as shown in Figure 5(c) and 5(e). Interestingly, “associate” (As) category shows the highest mean value and the smallest CI range of $R_{rep}$ (0.63±0.04). This result shows that most “associate” Twitter users massively engage in replying activities. Therefore, if we detect that a new user chooses a group photo as a profile image, the user might often reply to other users. Specifically, the estimated frequency of replying is approximately five-to-seven times per day, which is calculated from statistics shown in Figure 5(b) and 5(e).

Our results can be used to tackle cold-start problem (Schein et al., 2002) in Twitter user recommendations, because when a new user sets a profile image, we can estimate user activity based on the given profile image. For example, if a new user is found to select an “associate” photo as a profile image, the user would be comfortable if users who prefer communication with the associate user such as real-world friends or family members were recommended. New “logo” or “letter” users will frequently post tweets with URL links or hashtags, and will reply two-to-four times per day. Therefore, it might be useful for new “logo” or “letter” users to receive recommendations to connect with similar users; they would learn faster how to promote their content from the behaviors of the recommended users. Moreover, they do not prefer in-person communication on Twitter. Therefore their reply messages to someone should not be promoted so that these messages do not automatically appear in timelines of non-follower users.

7 Limitation

Here we discuss limitations of our study design to generalize our findings.

First, all target users in this study are Japanese. It is reported that usage motives and social media patterns differ by cultural background (Kim et al., 2011; Vasalou et al., 2010). Therefore, it is possible that the tendency to choose profile images depends on users’ cultural peculiarities. We are now
conducting a cross-cultural study to categorize types of profile images. This study will help us generalize our findings.

Second, we only deal with basic user attributes, like, number of followers, tweets, and so forth. However, we do not inspect contents of the posted tweets. By inspecting tweets, we may be able to measure more discernable differences. For instance, “logo” and “letter” users may narrow their tweets to specific topics. However, “associate” users may mention various topics in their conversation.

Moreover, our results may be influenced by target user demographics. For example, users who show themselves in their profile images are more likely to be older, inferring a high likelihood of posting URLs. There may be more females in the “associate” category, which might correlate to frequent replies. In our future work, we will inspect the effects of users’ demographic information.

Finally, we find that reply-frequency is an important predictor of profile image categories. However, we have not yet inspected who replies to the target users. Considering the characteristics of replying partners, we might improve classification ability of each machine learning model. For instance, it is likely that “oneself” users frequently communicate with business colleagues, but that “otaku” users frequently interact with cyber-world friends. In our future work, we address this phenomenon.

8 Conclusion

In this study, we examined how Japanese Twitter user activities correlate to categories of profile images. First, we sorted the users into 13 categories based on the nature of their profile images: “oneself,” “self-portrait,” “hidden face,” “associate,” “different person,” “letter,” “logo,” “otaku,” “character,” “animal,” “object,” “scene,” and “default.” Then, per the categories, we investigated seven types of user activities related to “following” or “followed,” “tweeting,” “retweeting,” “retweeted,” “replying,” “tweeting with URL links,” and “tweeting with hashtags.” Finally, we statistically analyzed how user activities differ by the categories. Furthermore, we built machine learning models to predict categories of profile images from user activities using logistic regression, random forest, and SVM.

We found that several categories of profile images significantly correlate to user activities. For example, “otaku” users prefer posting tweets frequently, “associate” users are likely to communicate with other users, “logo” users tend to add URL links to their tweets, and “default” users are less likely to reply to other users. Alternatively, categories such as “character” or “scene” do not reflect unique user activities. All machine learning models perform best for “associate” ($f_{\text{as}}^{\text{lr}} = 0.798, f_{\text{as}}^{\text{svm}} = 0.778, f_{\text{as}}^{\text{rf}} = 0.781$). For “default,” “otaku,” and “logo” categories, the models also show good performance ($f_{\text{de}}^{\text{lr}} = 0.716, f_{\text{de}}^{\text{rf}} = 0.739, f_{\text{de}}^{\text{svm}} = 0.798; f_{\text{ot}}^{\text{lr}} = 0.674, f_{\text{ot}}^{\text{rf}} = 0.761, f_{\text{ot}}^{\text{svm}} = 0.741; f_{\text{lo}}^{\text{lr}} = 0.660, f_{\text{lo}}^{\text{rf}} = 0.730, f_{\text{lo}}^{\text{svm}} = 0.737$). These results indicate that it is easy for the models to predict categories in which users display unique activities. Comparing the overall performance of the machine learning techniques, we find that SVM is the best.

In addition to 2-way classifiers, we find that identifying “associate” users is the easiest for the 13-way classifiers. However, compared to 2-way classifiers, there is a larger difference in overall performance among the 13 categories. We examined prediction of user activities from profile images and find that user activities are predicted more easily if a user selects a profile image from an “associate” category. We also discussed the usability of the results from this examination.

Several shortcomings remain in this study design, such as the fact that only Japanese users were sampled, and that there was no examination of the tweet contents. To overcome these limitations, we plan to conduct a cross-cultural study to examine cultural differences in Twitter profile images, and to conduct a content analysis to understand the types of topics tweeted. We hope that our examination and analysis will provide more insights and will be useful to other studies. We also believe that this study is the first step in understanding the relationship between profile images and user activities.
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